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Peter Brockmann participated in a rally Tuesday against a court order that requires
Apple to unlock the iPhone of one of the San Bernardino, Calif., shooters.
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Apple vs. the FBI: A guide

By Evan Horowitz  GLOBE STAFF   FEBRUARY 25,  2016

The FBI needs help getting information from a terrorist’s locked iPhone, so it
obtained a court order requiring Apple to create some custom software.

Apple is refusing to comply, raising a Frankensteinian concern that such
phone-cracking technology is simply “too dangerous to create,” and once
created, impossible to stop.
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The result has been a weeklong, high-stakes public relations showdown
between the nation’s top domestic law enforcement agency and the world’s
most profitable company.

Here are six things you need to understand, if you want to get a handle on the
swirl of claims and counterclaims.

The FBI can’t access the phone without Apple’s help

At the root of this fight is an iPhone which belonged to Syed Farook, one of
the terrorists who killed 14 people in San Bernardino last December. The FBI
has the phone but can’t see inside because the data is encrypted.

Apple said to be developing
an iPhone even it can’t hack
If Apple succeeds — and experts say it almost
surely will — it will create a significant technical
challenge for law enforcement.

 FBI director comments on Apple
encryption issue
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Over the years, Apple has added increasingly secure forms encryption to its
iPhones, ensuring that prying eyes can’t easily read your personal
information.

And there are no exceptions for law enforcement. The FBI can’t peer through
this encryption, and Apple can’t either.

What the FBI can do, however, is try to guess Farook’s passwords. It’s a
primitive strategy, but it can work. On many iPhones, the passcodes are
simply 4-digit numbers, and since there aren’t that many 4-digit
combinations, you can actually try them all in a relatively short time.

Except — and here’s the technological crux — Apple’s software is designed to
prevent this game of guessing. Enter a few incorrect passcodes and the iPhone
goes into temporary lock-down. Make enough mistakes and all the data gets
automatically deleted.

That’s why the FBI needs help. They want Apple to shut off these protections
with a custom software update, so that FBI agents can guess their way into the
phone.

Technologically, this is probably doable, but so far Apple is refusing to play
along.

The courts could force Apple’s hand

There’s nothing unique or unprecedented about requiring a company like
Apple to actively assist the FBI with its law enforcement activities.

One of the key precedents for this legal fight is the 1977 Supreme Court case
United States v. New York Telephone Co., which found that telephone
companies could be compelled to help the government install tracing devices.
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The real question in this case is whether requiring Apple to create custom
software is a step too far. Does it constitutes an “undue burden” on the
company, or perhaps even violate Apple’s free speech rights, as some legal
scholars have suggested?

If Apple helps to crack this phone, there will be others

Apple worries that helping to break into this one terrorist’s iPhone could set
the stage for lots of other court-ordered hacking. Already, there are a number
of cases around the country with similar iPhone-cracking requests.

And it’s not just about legal precedents. What if the court-ordered software
gets into the wild? Malicious hackers and foreign governments could use it to
try and guess the passwords on iPhones all over the world, for whatever
nefarious or oppressive purposes they like.

And even if the software never gets loose, it could still be a boon to
authoritarian governments. China, for instance, already has a legal framework
for demanding encrypted information, which it might use more regularly if it
saw the US doing something similar.

Then again, the case could be a victory for the rule of law.

One hopeful sign in this tense fight is that it’s happening out in the open, not
in secret courts or classified NSA program but in federal courts and with
traditional law enforcements tools like warrants.

A successful resolution to this case — for or against Apple — could show the
judicial system’s readiness to oversee complex issues of electronic privacy and
security with the same deliberative approach already well-established for
wiretapping and other forms of state surveillance.

Apple may outflank the courts with new technology
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Apple really could help the FBI in this case, which is why the FBI’s request for
assistance makes sense. But Apple might evade future legal wrangling if it
made itself powerless, locking up the iPhone so tightly that there is really
nothing the company could do to help loosen it.

Already, Apple has taken a step down this path, with a new internal
architecture that makes password-guessing more difficult. Recent reports
suggest that it is planning a further turn of this screw, making it impossible to
turn off the anti-guessing protections.

One problem with this strategy is that it’s likely generate serious political
blowback. Were the FBI and other state agencies suddenly locked out of every
phone at every crime scene, they’d have new reason to argue for a more far-
reaching remedy like a true backdoor — a secret, skeleton key fitted to let
governments hack into all encrypted devices.

Phone companies are already required to make their facilities wiretap-
friendly. Technology companies could well face a similar demand. From a
privacy perspective, this scenario is far worse than anything the FBI is
requesting today.

The end is not near

PR battles happen fast, but legal wrangling takes time. Apple has said it will
be “challenging the FBI’s demands,” and if it pushes its appeal up the legal
ladder to the Supreme Court, years may pass before the courts definitely
decide whether the company must help the FBI break into iPhones.

Congress could end the standoff with a statute clarifying the rights and
responsibilities of technology companies in the face of demands from law
enforcement. But with political polarization being what it is, a clean legislative
solution seems unlikely.
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In the meantime, encryption technology will continue to advance, the NSA
will pursue its less-public efforts to collect sensitive information, and more
and more of users’ private information will be stored in the cloud and on
electronic devices.

So by the time the courts resolve this fight between Apple and the FBI, the
world may have already moved on. And the deep conflicts between
surveillance, privacy, and encryption may be tangled in entirely new kinds of
knots.

Evan Horowitz digs through data to find information that illuminates the policy issues
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MORE...trade and economic issues played a big role.

John Kasich may be key to GOP strategy to stop Trump

MORE...

The Republican establishment hopes Ohio’s governor can win his delegate-
rich home state next week. 
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Church allowed abuse by priest for years

MORE...

Why did it take a succession of three cardinals and many bishops 34 years to
place children out of John J. Geoghan’s reach?
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The Republicans’ last stand: A brokered convention

MORE...

With Donald Trump continuing to outpace all rivals at the primary polls,
some Republican leaders are considering a brokered convention. 

Trump continues with big gains

MORE...

Donald Trump’s easy victories in Hawaii, Mich., and Miss. put him that
much closer to the GOP nomination.

‘It’s only four years,’ Ernie Boch Jr. says of Donald Trump

MORE...

Before polls opened Tuesday in four states in the presidential race, the
Boston-area businessman appeared on cable TV to talk Trump. 

Sanders releases statement on ‘critically important night’ in Michigan
Bernie Sanders issued the following statement after he was projected to win
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MORE...Tuesday’s primary in Michigan.

International Women’s Day

MORE...

International Women’s Day was created by the United Nations General Assembly to
highlight the struggles and achievements of women globally and to advocate for women’s
rights. Photographers documented events observing this day and interesting women
around the world.

Scott Kelly’s year in space

MORE...

Scott Kelly participated in research on how the human body reacts and adapts to long-
duration spaceflight. 

Trump takes Hawaii; Sanders stuns with Michigan win

MORE...

Donald Trump also picked up wins in Miss. and Mich., and Hillary Clinton
won the Democratic race in Miss.

Donald Trump’s widespread appeal worries Muslims in Mich.

MORE...

In the nation’s largest Arab community, political resolve mixes with dread.
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Geoghan preferred preying on poorer children

MORE...

Psychiatric documents offer added insights into the Rev. John J. Geoghan’s
troubled mind and the motivations behind his aberrant actions.

Globe photos of the month, February 2016
Here’s a look at some of the best images taken by Globe photographers last month
including politicians on the primary trial, marking Presidents’ Day, surfing in winter, and
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MORE...the Red Sox beginning spring training in Florida.

Baltimore officer must testify in Freddie Gray cases

MORE...

The decision by the state’s highest court hands Baltimore city prosecutors a
major victory.

JAN. 31, 2002

Scores of priests involved in sex abuse cases

MORE...

Under an extraordinary cloak of secrecy, the Archdiocese of Boston in the last 10 years
has quietly settled child molestation claims against at least 70 priests.
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There’s a problem with American retirement

MORE...

Today’s workers may ultimately find they lack the resources for a
comfortable retirement. 

Daily life: February 2016

MORE...

A look at moments captured by photographers around the world in the month of
February.

Former Yankees player Paul O’Neill spotted at Trump event

MORE...

Paul O’Neill, the former Yankees player, received a special shout-out from
Donald Trump as he addressed the national press corps on Tuesday night.

2015 Year in Pictures: Animals

MORE...

A selection of images of some of the best animal photos of 2015 from photographers all
around the world.
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‘We will act’ if Iran breaks nuclear deal, Biden vows

MORE...

Vice President Biden made the comments Wednesday on a visit to
Israel.
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